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Abstract—In this paper, an overview is given about the research 
carried out in the area of mobile teaching and learning by 
Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, a member of the eMadrid 
Excellence Network. Mobile learning is raising growing 
expectations and is considered by some authors the next 
disruptive revolution in education. Cognitive and pedagogical 
theories supporting this prospect are reviewed. How these 
theories can be translated into meaningful educational practices is 
analysed by exploring ways of usage of mobile devices for 
supporting learning and teaching. Finally, a portfolio of 
experiments and case studies carried out by the Gradient group of 
the Universidad Carlos III de Madrid testing the application and 
effects of mobile learning are reported. These experiments show 
that the use of these devices is changing educational 
practices in a fundamental way. 
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I. MOBILE LEARNING: AN IMPORTANT MILESTONE 

New Information and Communication Technologies have 
always found very early application in the area of education 
[6]. When the computer was still an unconnected computing 
device, very soon multimedia presentations were produced that 
illustrated concepts in a visually appealing way. Also 
intelligent tutors helped to memorize and understand material. 
In parallel, communication technologies like radio and 
television allowed the creation of educational broadcasting 
channels. An important leap forward came when the 
computation and communication capabilities came together, 
especially with the internet and the web. This second milestone 
even enabled new business models for a new brand of distance 
universities and professional training centres. We believe that a 
third major milestone comes with having these computing and 
communicating devices in our pocket. Mobile devices will 
bring new educational possibilities to both students and 
teachers. They lower the access barrier to information to the 
minimum in any place at any time. 

II. COGNITIVE AND PEDAGOGICAL FOUNDATIONS

According to Salomon [11] it is possible to extend human 
intelligence with intelligent technologies, People have been 
making machines more and more intelligent and now it is time 
to ask if machines can make people more intelligent, more 
specifically if increasing the use of mobile techniques can have 
a real impact in learning and cognitive processes. 

A. Extending the brain limits 

The information society overloads the knowledge workers, 
in particular students and teachers, with an immense amount of 
information. But the brain is limited both in short and in long-
term memory. On the one hand, short-term memory is limited 
by the “magical number seven” [5] and can only hold around 7 
pieces of information at a time. On the other hand, long-term 
memory is very effective at recognition of patterns in incoming 
information, but it is poor at recalling it (reviving memory 
patterns without perceptual stimulation). 

This situation makes it necessary to off-load part of 
information and processing capabilities from our brain to 
external “cognitive artefacts” in the form of physical (sticky 
notes, file folders) or digital supports (computers, handheld 
devices). Mobile devices can combine of both supports, 
because they can deal with the digital world and also with the 
physical world by making use of augmented reality techniques. 

But mobile devices do not only extend our brain in terms of 
memory and processing capability, they also extend our 
perceptions with sensors (camera, position, acceleration, tag-
scanners for augmented reality) and our ability to actuate in our 
environment (actuators). Being always connected, we can 
interact with the environment and other agents (people or 
devices) at any time in any place.   

Thus, persons equipped with a mobile device enhance 
themselves with better cognitive abilities to perceive processes 
and appropriately respond to the challenges and affordances of 
their environmental situation. 

B. Pedagogical and  cognitive procese- 

According to Heylighen [3], initially the guiding metaphor 
for analyzing cognitive processes was “symbolic cognition”. In 
this paradigm, knowledge was an internal representation of the 
external environment based on symbols. But relevant aspects 
of the real world are too complex to be represented with 
symbols. This approach has been questioned very much in 
favour of other cognitive paradigms that are more inspired on 
the biological and neurological functioning of the mind, such 
as  “situated and embodied cognition”. This new approach 
argues that our actions are much more influenced by external 
conditions (situated) and our perception of it (embodied) than 
by reasoning and planning using our internal representations of 
knowledge.  

In this approach the cognitive system, such as the human 
mind interacting with its environmental situation performing 
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actions and monitoring their results via perceptions. This 
interaction is controlled via sensory-motor feedback.  

Introducing hand-held devices in the learning process 
change the representation of the system. Now the cognitive 
system is not the student by itself but rather the complex 
system formed by the student and their external brains (mobile 
device + augmented environment)  

 Perception trigger actions and our handheld device 
provide augmented perception of the reality so we 
have more information to trigger actions. 

 Actions produce changes in the environment but 
these changes are not only in our immediate 
environment. Actions of mobile-enhanced people 
have much more impact because due to the 
connection capabilities of their devices can 
influence other agents (devices or people) in any 
place and at any time  

 Changes are again perceived with our augmented 
perception due to our mobile device 

 New perceptions trigger new actions, and mobile 
phones provide new triggers based on context, 
location, near devices, etc.  

C. Short-term and long-term effects of m-learning 

Salomon [11] distinguishes between short-term effects 
“with” the technology and long-term effects “of” the 
technology.  

Short-term effects “with” technology can redefine and 
enhance performance as students work in partnership with 
technology that undertakes part of the cognitive process. For 
example, the burden of our short-term memory can be reduced 
using mobile devices as external memory to off-load important 
part of incoming information in digital form. The recall 
function of long-term memory can be improved triggering 
some reminders according to the date, the physical location 
(geo-location) or the context (people or devices in our near 
environment). The pattern recognition function of our long-
term memory can be improved annotating resources and using 
searching, filtering, and processing capabilities of our mobile 
devices. We can also extend our perceptions and ability to 
interact with the environment with mobile sensors and 
actuators. 

On the other hand, long-term effects “of” the technology 
occur when partnership with a technology leaves a cognitive 
residue, equipping people with new ways of doing things, even 
away from the technology.  

The ability of mobile devices to monitor and register 
interaction and the ability of the user to share information 
facilitates the process to provide feedback for reflective 
thinking [6]. The interaction can be registered and monitored 
leaving some marks in the environment as a stigmergic 
process. And this information can be analyzed to obtain 
emergent properties and behaviours that can be reinforced or 
extinguished in terms of their usefulness for the user. 

Although more simple long-term benefits such as our 
ability to gather, classify, or share information at any time in 
any place, can occur spontaneously as technology advances, 
more complex long-term benefits, such as new thinking skills 
and strategies to reorganize and enhance student performance 
are not likely to occur. These skills must be cultivated through 
new learning design, promoting new uses of mobile 
technologies in our learning environments. Section III provides 
some ways of usage that could be seen as short-term benefits, 
and section IV provides some study cases and more complex 
experiments using mobile devices for educational purposes that 
could be repeated to reach long-term benefits. 

III. WAYS OF USAGE 

There are many ways in which mobile devices can be used. 
In the following, we highlight a few of them. 

A. Augmenting student learning capacity 

The learning process involves the efficient use of human 
skills such as memorization, reasoning, inference, deduction, 
knowledge creation and sharing or inter-personal skills. Mobile 
devices can be used to extend and augment these learner skills 
in different ways: 

 Calendar-like applications combined with location 
sensors such as GPS and activity detection 
through mobile device sensors and personal agents 
may be used to optimize the time utilization for 
the student. 

 Voice and video recording capabilities in mobile 
devices can capture information to augment 
student data retention or to improve certain 
capabilities. For instance, Gromik [1] reports 
about an experiment where students would record 
themselves reading in a foreign language in order 
improve oral expression. 

 Proactive personal agents running on a mobile 
device can be used to present information of 
interest to the learner either because of the 
detection of broadcasted information beacons 
(available remotely or locally using protocols such 
as HTTP, RSS, local BT broadcasting or social 
networking) or because it can be inferred by a 
personal agent. 

 Wideband always available connectivity provides 
unlimited access not only to information resources 
but to relevant people for the learning process: 
other students, professors and experts. Mobile 
devices therefore augment communication 
channels for learners minimizing both distance 
and time physical constrains.  

 Augmented reality interfaces through mobile 
devices can overlap information of interest to what 
the learner sees in the physical world. 
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B. Enhancing the learner experience 

Mobile learning offers the possibility to transform students 
from content consumers to content producers. They might 
explore or produce knowledge in a collaborative way. Besides 
the web2.0-based techniques to produce knowledge 
collaboratively, students now have the possibility to do it in a 
ubiquitous way. Any real object might have digital content to 
be explored and can be enhanced with multimodal information 
that students can attach to it.  

Creativity will be fostered by the use of augmented reality 
(AR) technologies as support of creativity processes. AR might 
support divergent creativity techniques such as brainstorming 
techniques to generate news ideas and also convergent 
creativity techniques, such as highlighting and mind mapping. 
Divergent ideas can be generated by superposing digital 
information to real objects; the process can be done in a 
collaborative way fostering the imagination of peers. The 
complementary synthesis step can be done by combining or 
clustering the ideas previously generated. By supporting 
divergent and convergent mechanisms of creative processing, 
students will increase their capacity to create new knowledge 
and to solve more challenging problems. 

C. New ways of assessment 

Mobile devices are especially suited to easily extend 
assessment beyond the current scenarios. Students carry these 
devices in situations where learning can take place, but there is 
not an easy method to monitor the activity. For example, 
activities in various spatial locations can be used to design 
innovative learning scenarios. Mobile devices are privileged in 
this environment, because students are already used to their 
presence and they can be used to collect detailed information. 
When combining these newly emergent scenarios with the two 
types of assessment (formative and summative), mobile 
devices have great potential to improve how activities are 
assessed. Mobile devices already collect detailed information 
about the type of applications being used, the location, the 
persons interacting, etc. All these factors may contribute to a 
more accurate assessment of factors such as the level of 
interaction among team members, the amount of material used, 
the locations visited, the space/time relation with respect to a 
scenario, etc. 

D. Supporting other stakeholders 

The previous subsections discuss the use of mobile learning 
focused on the learner. However, we understand m-learning in 
the widest possible way. And, in a similar way as discussed for 
the students, mobile devices can support and complement the 
teachers’ activity or even other stakeholders.  

Teachers can also benefit from the abilities extension 
provided by mobile devices. Like students, teachers can also 
enjoy the advantages related to for example the facility of 
creating multimedia content (photography, video, audio, etc.) 
and permanent and ubiquitous connection. However, apart 
from the applications previously commented for students, 
which can naturally apply to the teachers’ activity, some 
specifics should be mentioned. Storage facilities provided by 
mobile devices can support scaffolding and assessment, 

providing a complete and up-to-date report of the student’s 
evaluation status, easy to update anywhere, anytime with new 
observations. Combined with augmented reality, this can help 
the teacher to identify students in mass classes and provide 
them with personalized feedback and support. In this line, the 
class-on system has been developed for providing awareness to 
the teacher and supporting students’ assessment and the 
provision of quick feedback and notifications [2].  

And beyond students and teachers, mobile devices can help 
to widen the learning process and open it to involve additional 
stakeholders who can contribute to improve its effectiveness. 
For example, in primary education, parents participate closely 
in the education of their children. Some projects have thus been 
developed to boost their motivation and encourage their 
involvement. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

In this section, we describe several experiments carried out 
in our department, either in our own teaching classes or in 
outside ones. They intend to be a sampler of different uses of 
mobile devices for educational purposes.  

A. Creating a backchannel 

The mobile device allows creating an additional 
communication channel between the teacher and the student in 
class. In the same way, as we start seeing in some conferences 
that the audience tweets some impressions about the speaker 
and in this way all get enriched about new perspectives without 
disturbing the main talk, mobile devices can be used in class to 
improve the learning experience. One experiment we have 
done, consisted in giving the students mobile devices, where 
the students could report about two items: 

 The teacher is too fast/too slow 

 I am lost/I am following 

The teacher could see on another similar mobile device the 
mean value of the student data. These pieces of information 
could be transmitted in a non-intrusive way. 

For this experiment we used Maemo devices of Nokia (see 
figure 1). The students were given the devices during class. 
The teacher used the same device for monitoring the average 
values. 
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Figure 1.  Mobile device used to create a backchannel 

The same devices could were also used to let the students 
respond simple questions. This is the purpose of Audience 
Response Systems (ARS), which typically also provide some 
nice statistics about the responses. But there is no need any 
more to use these devoted tools. General-purpose mobile 
devices are much more flexible than the expensive specialized 
ARS tools that can be found on the market. 

B. Sending learning pills to students 

An experiment was carried out that was able to improve 
student class attendance, performance, and motivational 
patterns by using mobile devices in class to provide students 
with contextualized learning pills [7]. A learning pill is a 
simple exercise that summarizes some of the key concepts 
explained in class promoting reflection and self-study. Each 
student attending a particular lecture or laboratory session 
automatically received a learning pill on his or her mobile 
phone just after the related concept has been presented. 

The rate of students attending more than half of the classes 
was slightly improved, by 3.5%, comparing the offering of the 
course in which the learning pills were used to that in which 
they were not. The average grades for students attending 
classes in offerings of the course in which the pills were not 
used are significantly worse (using statistical significance) than 
those of students attending classes in which pills were sent. 
Finally, the use of learning pills has a positive impact on the 
evolution of the motivational states of the students over the 
duration of the course. This was especially true for intrinsic 
motivation, while being less noticeable for external motivation. 

In this experiment, the students used their own devices. 
Therefore, no particular platform could be assumed. Bluetooth 
was used to send the learning pills, which is a very basic 
feature that can be assumed for most mobile phones. Figure 2 
shows an example of learning pill sent to students. 

Figure 2.  Example of learning pill sent to students 

C. Educational gymkhanas 

When freshmen come to university have often have 
difficulties in learning where things are. It is useful to help 
them in exploring the campus. Together with colleagues from 
the Universitat Pompeu Fabra (UPF), we have developed a 
setting that allowed new students to explore the UPC campus 
[8] (see figure 3). NFC Mobile phones and NFC tags were the 
support for the campus exploration. Software tools were 
developed for writing and reading the tags. Bluetooth 
technologies were used to collect the log files resulting from 
the exploratory activity. Finally, Moodle and Google Docs 
were the web-based software tools employed for editing and 
answering the questionnaires and for uploading and sharing the 
final works.  

Figure 3.  Exploring the campus at Universitat Pompeu Fabra 

In this way, mobile devices were a permanent companion 
to the students in their discovery of the campus, a discovery 
that could be monitored and screened, in order to improve the 
experience on later occasions. 

D. Augmented reality 

A marker-based game for children was developed that 
consisted of combining syllables to compose as much words as 
possible [9]. Syllables were coded in fiduciary markers so that 
the player can handle them, as if they were counters of some 
traditional game. The Augmented Reality engine (AMIRE in 
this case) watches the playing scenario and detects the correct 
combination when the player puts the right syllables together. 
Automatically, the application sticks a 3D model that 
represents the word on top of the markers (see figure 4). 
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Figure 4.  Example of the use of Augmented Reality to learn syllables 

The role of AR in this game is to provide feedback to the 
user and enhance the association of concepts. This game does 
not allow teaching abstract names. 

Several other games were developed in order to learn the 
basic arithmetic operations or to be used as augmented 
flashcards (see [9] for more information). 

E. Cross reality 

Immersive 3D virtual world platforms are powerful tools 
where persons can be immersed through their avatars in 
imaginary or mirror worlds and interact in a variety of ways. 
Their use in education is multiple [4], but it normally requires 
sitting in front of a computer. Nevertheless several other uses 
are possible without using a big-sized monitor. One possibility 
is to use special glasses, but this ties the person too much to the 
computer. 

Figure 5.  Cross reality with avatars reflected from a virtual world 
superimposed on an image coming from the real world 

What we have been developing is a combination of 3D 
worlds and augmented reality with a mobile device. We enrich 
the physical reality that comes through the screen of the mobile 
device with information coming from a mirror 3D world, i.e. a 

3D virtual world that mirrors the real one with authentically 
geo-localized buildings. In our mobile phone we can see the 
positions of the avatars superimposed on the image of the 
physical world (see figure 5). We can also send text, voice, or 
images from the physical to the virtual world and vice versa. 

We can imagine many applications for this mixed reality 
application, which would be impossible without the use of 
mobile devices. 

V. CONCLUSION 

As has been shown in the above examples and many more 
that are available in the literature, mobile devices really make a 
difference in education. Their possibilities allow defining new 
kinds of scenarios that improve motivation, increase retention, 
enhance creativity, facilitate more flexibility, etc. New 
architectures (like we have done in [12] some time ago) and 
new settings have to be defined to fully take advantage of these 
possibilities. We are convinced that we will see many more 
applications in the years to come where mobile devices will 
make education a completely new experience. 
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